- ORGANIC BEAUTY SPA AT LOUGH ESKE CASTLE

CARA Organic Beauty Spa at Lough Eske Castle is located on the footprint
of the original Glass House of the estate. benefiting from ample natural
daylight. ensuring that inner harmony and balance are restored.
 ARA Organic Beauty Spa has selected to work with the award winning
C
ESPA as our spa partner as ESPA treatments and products have been
expertly crafted to deliver a sensory experience through the beautiful
aromatherapy blends and unique formulation textures.

Swimming
Swimming Pool and Gym
Indoor heated pool (19m x gm) and pool relaxation area with steam room
available to all guests.
The fitness centre offers a range of cardiovascular and strength training
options. as well as. state of the art equipment.

Thermal Suite
The thermal suite experience is a sanctuary designed to detoxify, enhance
and invigorate your entire well-being.

Hydrotherapy Pool
Immerse yourself in our hydrotherapy pool with different water jet stations
to massage and manipulate the major muscle groups. easing tension and
stress.
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Spa Rituals
REVIVING MASSAGE AND FACIAL
A tailored back, neck and shoulder massage followed by a
skin specific express facial.

1hr
ULTIMATE INDULGENCE
Back exfoliation. followed by a tailored full body
massage and skin specific facial. with an invigorating
scalp massage to finish.
2hrs

HEAVENLY RETREAT
Salt and oil body exfoliation,
followed by nourishing full body massage and
instance radiance facial with a destress scalp massage.
3hrs

SIGNATURE CARA EXPERIENCE
Salt and oil body exfoliation
followed by nourishing marine mud body wrap.
signature CARA full body massage
and inner beauty facial with invigorating scalp massage:
Re-energise with a light lunch in our Gallery Bar
5hrs
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ESPA

ESPA

ESPA STRENGTH & RESILIENCE MASSAGE

ESPA INNER CALM MASSAGE

The Strength & Resilience Massage reflects the life journey of the
Pa inted Lady Butterfly. Starting with deeply inhaling pure aroma
therapeutic formulas of eucalyptus and menthol, the treatment
starts by cocooning each client in warmth and softness
acupressure points up and down the body are pressed through
your swaddling, and as it goes on, the gentle strokes and
stretches become progressively swifter and more significant
pressure.

Quieten your mind. release tension & nourish your skin with this
holistic restorative experience. Personalised to your physical and
emotional needs. carefully chosen aromatherapy blends relax.
cleanse or energise while advanced massage alleviates muscular
pressure. soothes anxiety & invokes profound relaxation. Mind &
body feel balanced. energies renewed and inner calm beautifully
restored.

Holistic Massage Therapy

Specialised Massage Therapy

60 Min / 90 Min

85 Min
CARA ORGANIC SIGNATURE FULL BODY MASSAGE

ESPA MINDFUL MASSAGE

60 Min / 90min

Soothe away stress and return body and mind to the present
moment with this holistic and blissfully re-balancing experience.
Guided breathing and visualisation combine with deeply
ESPA MINDF.UL MASSAGE
therapeutic massage to release physical and emotional anxieties.
relax the mind and restore a positive spirit.

INDIAN HEAD MASSAGE
40 Min
REFLEXOLOGY

85 Min

55 Min

ESPA STRENGTH & RESILIENCE MASSAGE
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ESPA

Facial Collection
INNER BEAUTY FACIAL

REVITALISING EYE LIFT

Deeply cleanse. hydrate and renew with instant
results. Tailored to your skins needs Tri-Action
formulas transform your complexion.

Anti-aging

60 Min

OPTIMAL SKIN HEALTH
Visibly revive the skins natural beauty. balance &
health. Deeply cleansing. refining and hydrating.
Emerge with a smooth nourished complexion.

60 Min

INTENSE REGENERATING FACIAL
Anti-ageing
Diminish wrinkles and fine lines with this
powerfully age-defying facial. Tones. plumps
and intensively hydrates mature skin.

60 Min

Smooth. Firm and hydrate with this instantly
revitalising eye treatment Targeted massage
relaxes the mind while smoothing fine lines.
quenching delicate skin and diminishing
puffiness and dark shadows.

25 Min

85 Min

THE NATURAL FACELIFT
Reveal visibly resilient. healthy-looking,
youthful skin
This specialised facial is the complete approach
to skin health using cutting edge pre and probiotic
technology combined with the same benefits of
physical exercise to detoxify, invigorate, sculpt and
relax. Powerful age defying techniques inspired by
Japanese Kobido massage. along with stimulating
Jade rollers give instant results. leaving the skin firm.
lifted and beautifully radiant.

85 Min
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Tired, dull skin
Brighten and revitalise your skin with this intense
facial. Using nature's power to transform a fatigued or
lacklustre complexion. restoring your natural glow.
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INSTANT RADIANCE FACIAL

ESPA

Body Treatments
BACK, FACE & SCALP TREATMENT
Targeted back massage treatment combined
with a personalised  facial  helping  you  look  and 
feel your very best. Restore and de stress with
our invigorating scalp massage.

85 Min

SALT & OIL SCRUB
Revive skins natural softness and glow with this
intensely exfoliating treatment. An ideal way to
prepare skin for other treatments. a natural blend
of sea salt and the purest oils polishes away dull.
dry cells. Skin feels smooth. supple and looks
radiantly healthy.

30 Min

DETOXIFYING ALGAE WRAP /
NOURISHING MARINE MUD WRAP
Purify your body or deeply replenish your skin
with this personalised body wrap. Reveal instant
results from naturally detoxifying Algae or
nourishing marine mud. Skin looks refined. toned
and beautifully radiant. while a soothing scalp
massage restores inner calm.

60 Min

CARA ORGANIC SIGNATURE
FULL BODY MASSAGE
60 Min

ESPA MUSCLE REVIVER
Back. Face & Scalp massage
Ideal for those who suffer with tension headaches
or neck strain. it effectively soothes tight muscles
and calms the mind. leaving you feeling revived and
invigorated for the day ahead or relaxed and calm for a
peaceful night’s sleep.

40 Min

ESPA DEEP PORE CLEANSING FACIAL
Whether your skin needs a deep cleanse. a healthy
glow, soothing or hydrating
We encourage our male guests to experience this
personalised treatment that combines a relaxing
shoulder, neck. face and scalp massage with a tailored
solution to your skin’s needs.

60 Min
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Treatments for Men
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ESPA

PA -

A combination of facial and massage to give the ultimate relaxation to our
deserving mum to be. The pregnancy specific massage and tailored facial
combine into one seamless pleasure experience. Melting away fatigue and
revealing a radiant you.

90 Min

ESPA PRE-NATAL RELAX & RESTORE
Personalised to your needs and stage of pregnancy. this massage uses pure
and gentle formulas to sooth and nourish the skin while expert massage
smooths tight tender muscles.

60 Min / 90 Min
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GLOWING MUM TO BE
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Mum to Be

This nurturing treatment starts with a warm
compress. followed with a luxurious exfoliation.
The nails are the filed. shaped and buffed followed
by cuticle care. The hands are treated with a luxury
mask and placed in warm mitts to intensify the
absorption properties. A soothing massage will
leave your hands feeling silky. smooth and soft.
finishing with a colour of your choice.

75 Min

LUXURY PEDICURE
Soothe and revitalise tired. sore feet with an
invigorating soak in a whirlpool accompanied by
an exfoliation to refresh the skin and stimulate
circulation. The nails are the filed. shaped. and
buffed followed by cuticle care. A foot therapy
mask is then applied; feet are then placed in
warm booties to intensify the absorption process.
A massage softens the skin and restores vital
moisture finishing with a colour of your choice.

75 Min

TRADITIONAL MANICURE
45 Min

TRADITIONAL PEDICURE
45 Min
EYECARE
Eyebrow Shape
Eyebrow Shape & Tint
Eyelash Tint
Eyebrow shape. Tint & Eyelash Tint
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LUXURY MANICURE
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Finishing Touches
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for reservations call + 353 (0) 74 97 43113 Email: spa@lougheskecastlehotel.com www.lougheskecastlehotel.com

